
 
BLOCKAPT PARTNERS WITH SIEGE INTERNATIONAL TO RAISE MOMENTUM GLOBALLY. 

 
BlockAPT announces an exciting partnership with Siege International, the leading private 
security and military consulting firm. 
 
London, UK – Tuesday 29 March 2022 – BlockAPT today announces an exciting partnership 
with Siege International, a leading private security and military consulting firm, based in the 
US. 
 
Siege International was started by military veterans to provide commercial and government 
entities security and technology consulting, protection, and training. It has taken the best 
from global intelligence and defence resources and has strong connections with 
government and commercial organisations to help protect against the increasing cyber-
attacks which are more than ever prevalent today. 
 
Siege International’s mission is to protect and stabilise businesses and countries globally 
with minimal disruption. By utilising cutting edge technology to mitigate against volatility, 
vulnerabilities through cyber-attacks, etc, they have proven to play a key part in the 
advancement of economic stability and growth for many businesses and government 
institutions all over the world. 
 
With the increasing cyber threat high alerts and changing risk posture in the current climate, 
the centrally managed, command and control BlockAPT Platform, enabling a high level of 
automation and intelligence, will help Siege International deliver a more advanced level of 
protection services to their existing channels. 
 
Zafar Karim, Co-Founder & CEO of BlockAPT said: “We are truly delighted to work in 
partnership with Siege International.  With Siege International’s renowned reputation and 
impressive background, the BlockAPT Platform will provide them with next-gen technology 
to support their Intelligence & Protection services to both commercial and government 
institutions.” 
 
Guy Tchoumba, Vice President of Siege International said: “It is a pleasure to partner with 
BlockAPT, as our trusted cybersecurity and technology partner.  They share our values on 
protecting businesses and government institutions from disruption in these uncertain times.  
The BlockAPT Platform sets a new standard when it comes to mitigating against risk 
exposure and we look forward to working with BlockAPT to protect nations globally.” 
 
 
To find out more about BlockAPT, please visit:  https://www.blockapt.com/ 
 
To find out more about Siege International, please visit:  https://siegeinternational.com/ 
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About BlockAPT 
 
BlockAPT empowers digital ecosystems with an industry and technology agnostic Digital 
Central Nervous & Intelligence System, that provides seamless connectivity and 
collaboration whether on-premise or in the cloud. 
 
BlockAPT’s Digital Connective Fabric is incorporated into every system, server, appliance, 
device, and application providing a trusted foundation with hyperautomation enabling 
business intelligence and informed decision making. 
 
Scalable, flexible and agile in its design, the BlockAPT Platform can Connect, Monitor, 
Manage, Automate, Respond, Learn, Predict and Remediate across complex digital 
ecosystems through a single platform experience. 
 
Created by Founder and CTO, Marco Essomba, the defence-in-depth platform offers deep 
integration with leading solution providers, adding value to Enterprises, Government 
Institutions, MSP’s/MSSP’s, SME’s and other organisations globally. 
 
BlockAPT is headquartered in London, UK. For more information please visit: 
https://www.blockapt.com/ 
 
 
About Siege International 
 
Siege International is at the forefront of offering high end protection solutions, surveillance 
& counter-surveillance, close target reconnaissance, hostile surveillance identification and 
cybersecurity to help businesses and government institutions better protect their assets. 
 
The services Siege International provide range from static to mobile solutions for permanent 
or event-focused missions, from individual low visibility assignments to high-value target 
critical infrastructure protection. 
 
Siege International is headquartered in Colorado, US and has strategic connections globally 
through their military heritage.  For more information, please visit: 
https://siegeinternational.com/ 
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